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To the Editor:
I was dismayed by the President's page in the November 1975 BULLETIN (56, 1152-1153) on
the subject of a scientist's responsibility to society. Though it is noble and well intended, it in no
way faces the real responsibilities of scientists (I shall include technologists since the distinction has
all but disappeared) for the trends society has followed, and still continues to follow. Instead, it
pretends that their responsibilities lie only in the area of "presenting the facts" relevant to the
questions posed by society, or more bluntly, in answering impartially the questions they are paid to
answer.
I can appreciate the desire that scientists should not deliberately "distort the facts" as advocates
of a particular cause, but to pretend that our knowledge even in physics, let alone in the
environmental sphere, is simple fact ("objective statements") is pure wishful thinking. The proposed
creed is a twofold distortion. On the one hand, it implies that there are such things as factual
answers. There may be, but they exist only if science is construed in the broadest possible sense to
include our whole understanding of the natural world, including man. On the other hand, it suggests
a physicist is accountable only within a very narrow field of knowledge. This is a doctrine of the
compartmentalization of knowledge, comfortable perhaps for the scientist in his own little field but
a disaster for the world because it leaves no one to take account of the broad human predicament.
Scientific models and deductions start from assumptions: assumptions where we are ignorant or
deliberate assumptions that are themselves a reflection of our desires (ranging from the aesthetic to
what these days are called national "needs"). Scientists as well as society accept these assumptions
with too little question. They range from the protection of vested interests to the arrogant assertion
of the ability of technology to manipulate the environment to society's "needs," such as exponential
economic growth (which is clearly scientifically ridiculous). It is intellectually dishonest for the
scientific community to accept these basic assumptions (as "political" questions) and proceed to
derive "solutions" based on them that are recognizable as ecological disasters and that, in turn,
society implements as the best technical advice.
Even forgetting for the moment the assumptions that come from our vast ignorance about the
balance of the natural world, it remains true that most research in the United States is directed to
certain goals. Thus, this research is based on assumptions about what society wants or "needs." The
research that follows attempts to achieve this goal by applying an appropriate "filter" to the natural
world. All scientific models filter in this sense and in doing so necessarily distort our picture of the
world. To take an example: if we apply the assumption that atmospheric convection can be
parameterized in terms of synoptic scale meteorological fields, we process the data accordingly and
derive certain models and conclusions; but these are based on an assumption that in turn comes from
the desire to forecast the weather using numerical weather prediction. The closer science is to
economic and political questions, the more glaring these assumptions often are. It follows that the
scientific analysis based on these assumptions may be worthless.
To reverse the argument, the mess that our technological society is now in is clear evidence that
the assumptions on which it is based are unsound. The implication of the November article is that
scientists should not get involved, they should just advise. But who will question the assumptions
if the technical "experts" do not? Who will predict the consequences of different assumptions if the
same "experts" do not? Those advised believe they are doing the best they can because they had the

best technical advice. This collusion can be seen everywhere. Those in power (politicians,
industrialists, and scientists) are comfortable and do not want to rock the boat or question vested
interests or values: perhaps the problem of future consequences will go away or can be postponed
further.
This by now is quite obviously a scientific fraud being perpetrated on mankind, and the
implications for society and science will be devastating.
The seriousness of the plight of science in the United States is also evident if we consider this
possible hierarchy of allegiances of a researcher (more could clearly be added):
1) to the planet Earth;
2) to mankind;
3) to science;
4) to the United States;
5) to one's own science (e.g., atmospheric science);
6) to one's own specialization;
7) to a specific research contract.
Most research appears to owe allegiance to the lowest level, occasionally rising a few levels. This
is a dismal prospect for this planet, for mankind, and of course for science itself. I do not think the
November article begins to answer these questions.
ALAN K. BETTS
Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, Colo. 80523
Response
I am delighted that Prof. Betts responded so eloquently to the article "Scientists in the public
arena" in the November 1975 issue of the BULLETIN, which was mainly a reprint of an editorial
by Dr. William W. Havens, Jr., in Physics Today. Issues of this importance need to be debated
openly and vigorously if we are to find and play our proper role at the interface of science and public
policy. Although Prof. Betts' letter should be more properly answered by Dr. Havens, I will assume
that task since I am in essential accord with Havens' position.
First of all, I believe that Betts' response is based in part upon a misinterpretation of Havens'
editorial. With respect to the allegation that the Havens' paper suggested that the scientist's role is
limited to "presenting the facts" when those "facts" may be based upon gross assumptions or may
involve large uncertainties, Havens clearly noted that those uncertainties need to be identified and
their significance explained by the scientist. In this respect, I believe Betts, Havens, and I are all in
accord.
Indeed, in my own editorial "Selling atmospheric science" (BULLETIN, 56, 688-689), I
specifically speak to the need for technology assessments (by scientists and others) including the
appraisal of the potential hazards of emerging technologies. But I also cautioned that the full range
of assumptions (and uncertainties) needed to be highlighted in such assessments. Surely Betts will
agree with my plea in the latter editorial) that we "not clothe our crystal ball gazing in a shroud of
false authenticity."
If there is any conflict whatever between Betts and Havens (and me), it seems to be only in the
manner in which scientists should be involved in the generation or influence of public policy

decisions. Havens (and I) contend that such decisions must be based upon the full spectrum of forces
and possible effects, including those of a political, economic, and social nature. These are certainly
outside the realm of expertise of the typical scientist. While the technical expert must question the
assumptions and, indeed, the entire process leading to a set of conclusions of the scientific
component of a problem, he has no right to pretend that his judgment on the nonscientific aspects
is much better than that of a layman. Here, too, I would expect to find Prof. Betts in accord.
I especially like Betts' hierarchy of allegiances of a researcher and the implications that adherence
to the lowest levels in that hierarchy have for mankind.
Having found ourselves in such close agreement, I begin to question our abilities to communicate.
Perhaps this is a more immediate issue of concern. If scientists cannot speak to one another, how can
we expect to communicate with the outside world?
DAVID ATLAS
National Center for Atmospheric Research Boulder. Colo. 80303
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Added June 2020
Since I disagreed, I wrote the following response to Dave , which was not
published at the time, but I thought you should see it now (next page).
[Yes I could update it: but after 44 years, so much is beyond just words!]
[Note the 'male language' of the mid-1970s]

Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado
80523

Department of Atmospheric Science

February 9,1976
Dave Atlas
NCAR

P. 0. Box 3000
Boulder, CO
80303

Dear Dave,

I nyself don't thl.nk I have mi.si.nterpreted Haven's
posl.tl.on.
We dl.ff er (as you suggest i.n your reply) i.n
feel it 1.s a fundamental evasi.on of responsibi.11.ty for
technologi.st to let the geni.e out of the bottle and then

edi.tori.al or your
that I frankly
the scl.entl.st/
turn around

and say he l.s just a servant of soci.ety -that others are far better
qualifi.ed than hi.in to judge the "non-sci.enti.fi.c aspects".
They are
not.
I do not mean to say that the sci.enti.st 1.s i.h a better posl.tl.On merely that he l.s i.n no worse one
Everywhere 1.n Srocl.ety, I see evasl.on
of responsl.bl.ll.ty by all professi.onals --all playi.nrg the'i.+ techni.cal/
sociologl.cal/poll.tl.cal games:

fi.ddli.ng whi.1e Rome burns.

It 1.s the

same attitude exposed at Nh'remburg.
Actually, we di.ff er on
made expll.cit 1.n ny letter,
bell.eve that if you follow
ml.nds of the sci.enti.st (or

a much more profound level
since I am not able to do
the chain of responsi.bi.11.ty
soci.ologi.st) and the methods

whl.ch
so at
back,
they

I have not
present.
I
both in the
have used to

unravel the pl.cture of the world we percei.ve, one sees that thl.s pl.cture
ls full of 1.llusions and 1.ndeed not "sci.enti.fic" at all.
For a better
exposl.tl.on of this begi.nni.ng, I mi.ght suggest a book "Savi.ng the Appearances"
by Owen Barfi.eld.

Starting from dl.fferent premi.ses, I reach di.fferent conclusl.ons.
Indeed, I questi.on the basi.c assumpti.ons whi.ch soci.ety 1.s followl.ng 1.n

pursul.ng environmental research.

I questi.on the whole manl.pulatl.ve

approach to the natural world, characteri.sti.c of western scl.ence.

I do

doubt its economic and social 1.mportance (see your July 1975 BAMS artiTle)
because I thi.nk it wi.11 end in chaos.
Man, at present, 1.s plal.nl.y not
conlpetent enough to use all he has di.scovered i.n the last few decades.

Your reply admi.ts that typi.cal scientists are not, and I maintal.n the
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looks at hl.s i.rres

0 n s 1' b i 1 1' t
for the games he i.s playi.ng, and allows-the
monientous i.mpact of the consequences to si.nkTn, he w-i.1l-be huiiibled for a
moment, and the possi.bill.ty of a more modest and humble atti.tude a`rl.ses.
-_ ---------------------------------..-----.--------.-.---------.---------.- _----- '-" .

In ny
paragraph),
that one of
an adequate

opl.nl.on, we are not at all i.n close agreement (your last
but I have no objecti.on to your reply, because I reali.ze
the illusi.ons of the sci.enti.fic world 1.s that words provl.de
cormunicati.on and way of understandi.ng the world.
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Alan K. Betts

